
EXCLUSIVE SUPPLY OF (LPG) AND
CYLINDER MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
NON-RESELLERS CYLINDER CONTRACT 2021

GASAGO LTD, Head O�ce: Compound D, Endeavour Business Park, 
Crow Arch Lane, Ringwood, Hampshire, BH24 1SF

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.1  Title of the Cylinder(s) 
Cylinders supplied by Gasago remain the sole property of Gasago Ltd (the owner) at all times 
and MUST NOT be sold, exchanged or removed from the delivery address. Any deposit or hire 
charge paid by the customer, does NOT entitle any rights of title over the cylinder(s). 

1.4  Exclusive & None Dual Trading Policy
Gasago operates under a strict none “Dual Trading Policy”. The customer agrees to nominate Gasago 
as their exclusive and only LPG Cylinder Supplier throughout the period of supply. In the event, the 
customer is found to be “Duel Trading” with another LPG supplier, Gasago reserves the right to 
terminate the supply and remove their cylinders immediately OR make a Cylinder Hire Charge for all 
cylinders held on-site where NO hire charge has been levid (see 1.5 below for rates).

1.6  Lost Cylinder Charge
Under NO circumstances is it permitted to remove any cylinders belonging to Gasago from the supply 
address for whatever reason, unless prior agreed by Gasago in writing. Gasago will keep an accurate 
record of the number of cylinders held at the supply address at each delivery or collection. In the event 
that there becomes a deficit in the quantity of the total number of cylinders accountable on-site, 
Gasago reserves the right to make a “Lost Cylinder Charge” to the customer for any of the cylinder(s) 
that are missing, removed or unavailable at the supply address, catagorised below:-

2.3  Failed or Part Failed Deliveries
Gasago may fail a delivery if;
a) Clear and unrestricted access is not made available for Gasago to undertake the delivery and 
collection without any risk of damage or injury to him/her self, pedestrians, vehicles and, but not 
restricted to property belonging to the customer or others.
b) Gasago has a zero tolerance to any verbal and/or physical abuse to itself, staff or representatives. 
Gasago reserves the right to refuse any delivery where any instances relating to the above are 
experienced.
c) Any cancellation, or quantity reductions to the ordered goods made by the customer or their 
representative at the point of delivery will incur a returned item(s) and re-stocking fee of £18.50 + VAT 
per cylinder.

DISCLAIMER
Unfortunately, Gasago accepts NO liability to damage to property or injury to person arising from actions out of the control of Gasago. These are to include but not restricted to;
Injury to person(s) or property resulting from a customers gas appliance that catches fire due to failure to ensure there is a tight seal between the appliances regulator and the gas bottle. It is the sole 
responsibility for the customer to ensure before operating any gas appliance that the regulator is fitted correctly to the cylinder and that a thorough check has been made to check for leaks by both 
sound and smell. The customer accepts that upon receipt of the goods namely LPG in cylinders, they are at that point responsible for the safe keeping and storage of the LPG cylinders FULL or 
EMPTY. LPG is highly flammable and MUST not be stored near any source of ignition (this includes allowing staff or representatives to smoke near to where the gas bottles are being stored). An 
empty cylinder presents the same risk as a full one. It is also the customers responsibility once in receipt of the LPG cylinders, to ensure that no harm comes to person(s) or property through impact 
of a cylinder. Gas cylinders (usually metal) are very heavy and must NOT be stored where they may fall over .

2.1  Central Delivery & Collection Point
The customer agrees to make ready prior to their delivery, ALL cylinders that are to be exchanged for 
full ones (empties) to a safe and secure central point where the driver can gain unrestricted and easy 
safe access to undertake the delivery and collection of your gas cylinder(s). Under the regulations of 
Hazardous Goods and ADR compliance, the driver MUST NOT leave sight of the vehicle at any time 
while undertaking the delivery and collection of the cylinders. A vehicle carrying Hazardous Goods 
presents a real threat under the prevention of terrorism act and strict protocol rules must be adhered to.

2.2  Returning Empty Cylinders
It is the customer or their representatives decision to deem a cylinder as empty. It is not in the drivers 
remit to engage in the time consuming task of attending to gas appliances at the customers premises 
to check and/or disconnect bottles that may be empty. Wherever possible, the driver will always try to 
help the customer and give advice on how to correctly connect or remove the cylinder from the 
appliance, however, under normal practice, Gasago will only exchange the empties that have been 
made available at the “Central Point”. This is due to challenges made against Gasago for the 
interpretation of a deemed empty bottle a�er the driver has le� the premises.  

1.7  Cylinder Collection ONLY Requests
A £35.00 + VAT collection charge will apply for all “cylinder only collection requests” where no 
exchange cylinder refill order is placed. Please note, any cylinder deposit refunds will be subject to 
this collection charge, where a “cylinder only collection request” is made (see also, our “Cylinder 
Deposit Refunds” section for proportional amounts). This does not apply to “Patio and Patio 
Ultra-light” cylinders where NO deposit refund is provided against these type of cylinders.

1.3  Cylinder Management & Stock Control Audit
The customer accepts full liability for the safe keeping and condition of the cylinders and they 
agree to allow Gasago unrestricted rights of access for the purpose of inspection and/or 
collection of their cylinder(s) at all reasonable times. Gasago will keep an accurate record of the 
number of cylinders supplied and collected to the customer and will carry out a“stock take” 
on-site every 3 months with the customer (or the most senior representative of the customer at 
the time). A copy of the stock take report will be provided to the customer at each quarterly 
inspection, detailing the exact number and types of cylinder(s) available on-site. Gasago, will 
use this information to calculate any deficit in the quantity of cylinders made available and may 
make a Lost Cylinder charge for any deficit in stock quantities (see section 1.5 Lost Cylinder 
Charge for the replacement value for each cylinder type).

1.2 Ins & Outs Scheme (Business Customers ONLY)
All business users will be required to join the “Ins & Outs Scheme” as part of your agreement to 
receive ongoing supplies of LPG in cylinders from Gasago.

The In’s and Out’s scheme is a very fair (fully refundable) system that simply calculates only the 
difference between what has been delivered and what has been collected in any one calender 
month. A charge or credit for the difference will then be applied to the customers account at the 
end of each supply month.

In’s & Out’s Scheme (I&O Scheme) how it works... 
Throughout the delivery month, if the customer orders and returns the same number of 
cylinders, there will be no charge or credit applied. Some months the customer may find they 
have ordered slightly more than they have returned. In this case we will apply a small 
“refundable” cylinder charge to your account (only for the additional cylinders delivered).
However, if the customer returns in the month, more than the order quantity, a credit will be 
applied to the account (for the additional cylinders that have been returned).

Beginning the Scheme (Existing Gasago Customers)
Before we can enroll you onto the “Ins & Outs Scheme”, it is important that you begin with a 
zero stock balance on your account. This necessary to allow the scheme to work fair for both 
parties. To implement this, Gasago will conduct an “Audit” of the total number of cylinders that 
you have on-site when the scheme begins and apply a credit for this amount to your account. As 
no physical stock has been removed, Gasago will subsequently re-invoice this amount (equal to 
the credit) that has been applied. Your cylinder account has now been balanced to zero and the 
stock balance you hold on-site at the commencement of the scheme will form your first “In” 
transaction under the scheme. All subsequent deliveries and collections will be allocated to 
your “Ins & Outs” account. Going forward, you will have the opportunity to reduce and manage 
your stock on-site as you wish. Remember, the more you returns you make, the more refund 
credits will be applied to your account.

New Account Customers
As you will be taking your first order of cylinder stock with your gas order at your first “In” 
transaction, this balance will form your initial working stock on-site quantity. However, as a NEW 
customer, you will be required to make payment for your first “In” charge at the same time as 
your gas order. A�er which, your Ins & Outs will be applied monthly therea�er.

The benefit of this incentive return scheme, is that it places a monetary refundable value on the 
cylinder and therefore motivates the customer to better manage their own cylinder usage levels 
on-site and creates a higher importance to returning empty bottles back to Gasago for refilling. 
This partnership allows us to maintain continuity of product supply and keep gas prices down to 
a minimum. What’s more, it is 100% refundable to the customer (subject to no lost cylinders).
Failure to practice good cylinder management could result in additional lost cylinder charges 
during the term of supply. Should you wish to cancel your supply with us, we will review the 
total amount of non-returned cylinders on your account. This amount will be used to generate a 
Lost Cylinder charge.

Supplementary Cylinder Hire Charge
The customer agrees to enter and accept the terms of the Ins & Outs Scheme in favor of 
borrowing the ongoing cylinder equipment from Gasago throughout the term of supply. During 
the term of supply, the customer agrees to make a monthly re-order of gas, NO LESS  than the 
equivalent total number of cylinders held in stock on-site. The customer may return (some or all 
of the cylinders held on-site at any time) to reduce the monthly minimum re-order requirement. 
Gasago reserves the right to charge a monthly Cylinder Hire Charge for each cylinder supplied 
under the Ins & Outs Scheme that is NOT re-ordered each month at the rate shown below;

   Monthly Cylinder Hire Charge Rates –
   All Propane Cylinders (any size) – £12.00
   All Butane Cylinders (any size) – £7.50

The minimum Hire period is for 1 month and will continue monthly therea�er.
To terminate the monthly Hire of the cylinders, the customer must either place a refill order for 
the equal number of cylinder(s) held under the Ins & Outs Scheme OR return the cylinders back 
to Gasago in a satisfactory condition.

1.5  Cylinder Hire Charges 
If the customer does not qualify for the In’s & Out’s Scheme, the customer agrees to pay a hire charge 
for the use of the cylinder equipment. In the event that the owner (Gasago Ltd) agrees to initially 
supply to the customer the use of the cylinder(s) without a hire charge the customer has up until 6 
months from the date of first supply to purchase from Gasago a refill exchange bottle of gas. If the 
customer fails to make a re-order for a like for like cylinder within this period, the owner reserves the 
right to charge the customer an annual 
Cylinder Hire Charge (renewable each 
year) from the date of first supply, for any 
cylinder(s) that remain unreturned to the 
owner a�er the 6 month period, at the 
following prevailing Rates.
IMPORTANT: You are paying a cylinder hire charge for the use of one of our cylinders for a maximum 
period of 12 months. The cylinder or cylinders on hire MUST be returned to Gasago within this 12 
month period to avoid a further annual hire charge being made for the use of the cylinder(s) for an 
additional (12 month) period. Please note, the returning of a hired cylinder does NOT entitle the 
customer to any refund on any hire payments made for the use of the cylinder(s).

Ins & Outs Scheme Cylinder Prices

4.1 Should you wish to terminate your supply with Gasago
We will only ever credit up to the amount of cylinders that have been “hired” under this scheme. 
Failure to practice good cylinder management could result in additional lost cylinder charges at the 
end of your supply term. Should you wish to cancel your supply with us, we will review the total 
amount of non-returned cylinders on your account. This amount will be used to generate a Lost 
Cylinder charge.

3.1 Acceptance of Goods
All cylinders and recorded quantities of cylinders delivered and collected are assumed to be 
accepted as correct and in good working and satisfactory condition unless otherwise notified 
to the owner within 3 days from the date of delivery or collection. Acceptance of the goods 
implies full acceptance of our Terms and Conditions of business.

Large cylinder group –
18Kg FLT cylinder replacement cost £69.60
19Kg Propane cylinder replacement cost £74.80
47Kg Propane cylinder replacement cost £99.20

Small cylinder group –
(everthing below 18Kg in size)-
Replacement cost £58.70 (each cylinder)

Annual Cylinder Hire Charge Rates –
Large Propane Cylinder Group (19Kg and over) – £60.00
Small Propane Cylinder Group (Under 19Kg) - £40.00
All Butane Cylinders (any size) – £15.00


